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ABSTRACT: Many animals communicate using multiple signals. Historically, most attention was paid to how multiple signals evolve and function in isolation, but recent work has focused on how they may interact with one another and produce unique signal interaction properties. These interaction properties vary within species, but little is known about how they vary among species, especially in regard to how the expression of particular signals may drive different signal interaction mechanisms. We studied the evolutionary relationships between iridescent plumage, courtship (shuttle) displays, solar environment, and male color appearance during a display (i.e., the signal interaction property) among six species of North American bee hummingbirds. We found that color appearances covary with behavioral and plumage properties, which themselves negatively covary, such that species with more exaggerated displays appeared flashier during courtship, while species with more exaggerated plumage appeared brighter/more colorful with minimal color changes. By understanding how signal interaction properties covary with signals, we were able to discover the complex multilayered evolutionary relationships underlying these traits and uncover new potential drivers of signal evolution. Our results highlight how studying the interaction properties between animal signals provides a richer understanding of how those traits evolved and diversified.
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Introduction

Animals communicate using a wide diversity of signaling traits (e.g., songs, colors, vibrations), and many animals use multiple signals (Bradbury and Vehrencamp 2011). The question of why animals evolved multisignal systems has generated many hypotheses, which mostly fall into two main groups: information content hypotheses (e.g., multiple messages vs. redundant signals) and signal efficacy hypotheses (Hebets and Papaj 2005; e.g., how aspects of the environment influence signal transmission [sensory drive]; Endler 1992). However, multiple signals are often used simultaneously (e.g., butterfly flight displays: Rutowski et al. 2007; spider courtship dances: Hebets and Uetz 2000) and interact during use, which can create unique phenotypic properties (hereafter, signal interaction properties; Simpson and McGraw 2018a, 2018b). The interactive properties of multiple signals can enhance the efficacy of the individual signals or provide new information to receivers (Hebets and Papaj 2005). Thus, to better understand the evolution of multiple signals, it seems critical to investigate how those signals are interacting and how those interaction properties vary among species.

Although signals can interact both across modalities (i.e., behavior and odor; Pruett et al. 2016) and within modalities (e.g., visual: leg ornamentation and movement; Hebets and Uetz 2000), colorful ornaments and behavioral displays provide a great system to test the mechanisms and evolution of signal interaction properties. Many colorful ornaments can be manipulated by behaviors during courtship to create a display-specific appearance of the colorful ornament (Hutton et al. 2015), and these color appearances are driven not solely by the color properties of the ornaments themselves (i.e., brighter/more colorful ornaments do not necessarily produce brighter/more colorful appearances during displays; Simpson and McGraw 2018a) but also by features of the courtship behavior and signaling environment (e.g., conditions for signal propagation, position of signal receivers). Interaction properties between color and behavior are especially conspicuous for iridescent coloration, as the appearance of these color patches is dependent on the angles of illumination and observation (Doucet and Meadows 2009; Meadows et al. 2011). In particular, recent work in peafowl (Dakin and Montgomerie 2013), hummingbirds (Simpson and McGraw 2018a, 2018b), and butterflies (Rutowski et al. 2007; White et al. 2015) has elucidated how colorful ornaments...
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(e.g., wing spots, feathers), display behaviors (e.g., flight patterns, tail rustles), and solar orientation interact to create changing color appearances throughout a display (i.e., flashiness, where the color varies in brightness/chroma/hue over space and time). Importantly, these signal interaction properties can influence mating success; for example, male peacocks that exhibited greater flashiness (produced by shaking their colorful tail eyespots) had more matings (Dakin and Montgomerie 2013). Although previous work has revealed the mechanisms (Simpson and McGraw 2018a) and functions (Dakin and Montgomerie 2013) of signal interaction properties, questions still remain about how signal interaction properties vary among species, evolve, and are driven by the expression of particular signaling traits.

The signaling environment can play a key role in the transmission and interactions of multiple signals (Endler 1992). For example, colorful ornaments can interact (through behaviors, postures, or gestures) with the visual environment to increase their detectability and signal efficacy, such as how several bird, butterfly, and lizard species orient themselves toward the sun to increase their conspicuousness (Dakin and Montgomerie 2009; Olea et al. 2010; White et al. 2015; Klomp et al. 2017) or how certain bird and spider species will seek out specific light environments for courtship (Heindl and Winkler 2003; Gordon and Uetz 2011). To this effect, recent work on hummingbirds found that the male display location relative to the sun was the primary driver of intra-specific variation in male color appearance during a display (Simpson and McGraw 2018a, 2018b), and we propose that signal interaction properties will also vary among species because of the solar-positional environment.

The evolution of multiple signals can also be influenced by the relationships between the signaling traits themselves. By assessing the relationship between signaling traits among species, we can make inferences about how these signals covary among species and predict why/how selection might be acting on them. For example, the positive correlation (i.e., positive signal covariance) between wood warbler song and coloration (Shutler and Weatherhead 1990) suggests that selection can drive the elaboration of multiple signals at the same time, which leads to greater signal complexity and diversity. Alternatively, negative correlations between traits (i.e., negative signal covariance) can suggest selection driving the elaboration of one signal at the expense of another because of trade-offs in signal production (Badyaev et al. 2002), compensations based on environmental changes (Martins et al. 2015; Pruett et al. 2016), or redundancy in signal efficacy (Galván 2008). But how do signal interaction properties covary with the signals that interact to produce them? It is possible that signal interaction properties evolve completely independently from signaling traits themselves (e.g., variation in flashy color appearances not covarying among species with plumage brightness or behavioral complexity), although this seems unlikely on the basis of recent signal interaction research. In hummingbirds, individuals with less colorful plumage can still appear bright and colorful because of behavioral modifications during display (Simpson and McGraw 2018a), and we suggest that similar relationships could occur among species. There could also be production costs or signal efficacy trade-offs between signal interaction properties and the signals themselves. For example, coelaboration in the signals could make it more difficult to present them simultaneously as they become unwieldy or require too much energy to use individually (e.g., difficulty of flying with large tail feathers; Anderson et al. 2002), which would reduce or negate any signal interaction properties (e.g., less bright/chromatic appearances).

In this study, we quantified interspecific variation in colorful ornaments (fig. 1A), courtship displays (fig. 1B), and the solar signaling environment (fig. 1C) of six North American hummingbirds from the monophyletic bee tribe (Mellisugini; fig. 2A; McGuire et al. 2014) and evaluated the properties of male color appearance produced as male signals interact with each other and the environment during the display. Most bee hummingbirds vary in iridescent head coloration (figs. 2B, A1; figs. A1, A2 are available online) and a stereotyped, rapid back-and-forth courtship flight (the shuttle display; figs. 2B, A1), which are presented simultaneously and close-up to a female during courtship (videos A1, A2 are available online; Feo and Clark 2010; Clark 2011). In our previous work, we have shown separately within two hummingbird species that these visual traits interact with each other and the signaling environment during male courtship to produce

**Figure 1:** Hummingbird sexually dimorphic iridescent plumage (A), shuttle displays (B), and solar orientation (C) interact to produce color appearance during displays, which we measured as percent change in color (flashiness) and average color appearance (D, E). Male iridescent plumage (depicted by the broad-tailed hummingbird; A) was quantified by plumage patch size, feather reflectance (from gorget feathers), and angle dependence in reflectance. Male shuttle displays (B) were characterized by shuttle width, velocity, and how males oriented themselves relative to the female; an example shuttle display path/orientation is depicted by the male Calliope hummingbird. Display orientation relative to the sun (C) is depicted by examples of a male black-chinned hummingbird directly facing the sun and directly facing away from the sun. For each position in a re-created male display (for details, see “Material and Methods”), we measured the luminance, chroma, RGB hue, and UV hue of that male’s feathers (bottom middle; red lines/circles correspond to brighter, more colorful, and flashier appearance, while black lines/circles correspond to a duller, less colorful, and less flashy appearance). We quantified male color appearance as flashiness (i.e., percent change in color appearance; D) and average color appearance (E) during a display from six gorget feathers. Male flashiness (D) is depicted by two sets of Allen’s hummingbirds, with the top images depicting a male with a flashy color display and the bottom images depicting a consistently colored display. Average male color appearance (E) is also represented by two sets of Allen’s hummingbirds, with the top images depicting a brighter and more chromatic average color appearance and the bottom images depicting a darker and less chromatic average appearance.
unique male color appearances (namely, male flashiness and average color appearance throughout the display; fig. 1D, 1E; sensu Simpson and McGraw 2018a, 2018b).

Our goal here was to test (in a larger set of hummingbird species) if and how signal interaction properties vary among species and covary with the signals that interact to produce them and/or the signaling environment. We predicted that male shuttle displays, iridescent plumage, and solar orientation will covary either positively or negatively and not exhibit independent (Ornelas et al. 2009) or decoupled evolutionary relationships (Wiens 2000). We then predicted that interspecific differences in male color appearance (as with intraspecific variation in color appearance; Simpson and McGraw 2018a, 2018b) will covary with male solar orientation, such that species with brighter, more colorful, and flashier color appearances will tend to face the sun as they shuttle. Additionally, or alternatively, we predicted that variation in male shuttle (i.e., width, speed) and/or plumage properties (i.e., feather reflectance, plumage patch size) will covary with male color appearance, as these traits vary more among species than they do within species (fig. A1), which should cause them to play a bigger role in the interspecific covariance of signal interactions.

**Material and Methods**

**Field Sites and Permissions**

We studied broad-tailed (*Selasphorus platycercus*; June–July 2014, 2017), black-chinned (*Archilochus alexandri*; May–June 2015, 2016), and Anna’s (*Calypte anna*; March 2016) hummingbirds in Arizona and Costa’s (*Calypte costae*; March 2015), Calliope (*Selasphorus calliope*; July 2016), and Allen’s (*Selasphorus sasin*; April 2017) hummingbirds in California during their breeding seasons (for location coordinates, see table A1; tables A1, A2 are available online). Species were pseudorandomly selected for our study on the basis of their geographic breeding location relative to our university (i.e., within a roughly 1,200-km radius, although all species but the Calliope were within a 500-km radius). Species were not selected because of any a priori information about their shuttle display or plumage characteristics. Because of time and resource limitations, we were not able to fully sample this clade of 20 bee hummingbirds, which could influence the results of our study. All applicable national and institutional guidelines for the acquisition, care, and use of animals were followed (for full permissions, see app. A1, available online). All data used for statistical analyses have been deposited in the Dryad Digital Repository (https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.t5g6p1; Simpson and McGraw 2019)

**Capture Methods**

We captured adult female hummingbirds (broad-tailed, \(n = 5\); black-chinned, \(n = 5\); Anna’s, \(n = 1\); Costa’s, \(n = 2\); Calliope, \(n = 2\); Allen’s, \(n = 2\) ) from each site using feeder drop traps (Russell and Russell 2001) and temporarily housed them in captivity before presenting them to males (of their own species) in the field to elicit male shuttle displays (for details, see “Eliciting and Filming Male Shuttle Displays”). After male shuttles were filmed, we captured those adult males
Eliciting and Filming Male Shuttle Displays

To elicit male shuttle displays, we presented a female in a wire mesh cylindrical cage (30.5-cm height × 30.5-cm diameter) with a clear plexiglass bottom approximately 1.3 m off the ground to males on their territories (Clark and Feo 2010; Feo and Clark 2010; Clark 2011; Clark et al. 2011, 2013; Simpson and McGraw 2018a, 2018b). We did this during each species’ breeding season (i.e., males were naturally displaying during this time) and under similar solar and visual environments to when males typically display (i.e., when the sun is visible, similar surrounding vegetation). Further, because males typically display in open areas (e.g., deserts, forest clearings) with no overhead obstructions, we ensured that there was no overhanging vegetation or structures that could possibly limit the selection of a male’s display location. We placed a high-definition video camera (Sony HDR-CX330; 60 frames per second progressive scan) on a tripod underneath the caged female pointing up, which allowed us to film both male shuttle movements/orientations and female position in the horizontal plane (video A1; Simpson and McGraw 2018a, 2018b). Because males display in the same plane as the female and do not move much vertically while shuttling (video A2; Simpson and McGraw 2018a, 2018b), we did not measure vertical movement and focused on the horizontal component of the shuttle display (for species-specific filming details, see app. A2).

Quantifying Male Shuttle Displays

For each recorded display, we mapped the male’s horizontal movement (i.e., display path) following the methods of Simpson and McGraw (2018a, 2018b), using the open-source video analysis program Tracker (Brown 2017). Briefly, we measured the specific x-y coordinates of each male’s head throughout his display to track the position of his gorget relative to the female (video A1; fig. 3A). We used these coordinates to calculate an average shuttle cycle (i.e., one back-and-forth movement [cm]) from the multiple back-and-forth movements conducted during a single display bout, or for Anna’s hummingbirds, which do not shuttle but perch stationary and sing to males in a fashion similar to the directed shuttles (with plumage presentation) of the other species (video A2), we calculated an average singing position for each display bout. From these average shuttle cycles, we calculated the shuttle width (the distance between the turnaround point and start point; fig. 1B) and average translational velocity (cm s⁻¹; both 0 for C. anna; fig. 1B; Clark and Russell 2012).

We also quantified how each male oriented his iridescent plumage toward the female during shuttles by measuring the angle between the center of the male’s gorget and the female’s head (fig. 3A) at seven (Allen’s, Calliope, and Costa’s), nine (broad-tailed), or 13 (black-chinned) representative points (selected on the basis of shuttle shape and width; Simpson and McGraw 2018a, 2018b). From these angles, we calculated an average male orientation angle relative to the female for each position in a shuttle display and then calculated an overall average and standard deviation in angle of orientation relative to the female for each shuttle (fig. 1B). To quantify male angles of orientation toward the female in Anna’s hummingbirds, we measured the male orientation toward the female from every 10 frames during each singing bout and used these to calculate the average and standard deviation in male angle of orientation toward the female. Because male shuttle width, shuttle velocity, and standard deviation in male angle of orientation were all highly positively correlated among species (r > 0.65), we collapsed them using principal component (PC) analysis on individual-level data (n = 40) into a single PC (shuttle behavior PC), with higher values indicating males with wider, faster shuttles and having more variation in their angles of orientation toward the female, which we also define as more exaggerated shuttle displays (table A2).

We also quantified male display orientation relative to the solar azimuth using the location of each male’s average shuttle cycle relative to compass north and the female, time and date of each display bout, and a solar calculator (Hoffmann 2017; fig. 3B). We then converted the circular measure of male display location to the sun (0°–360°) to a linear measure—angular deviation in male display location relative to the sun—which ranged from 0° (sun directly behind male as he displayed) to 180° (sun directly in front of male as he displayed) for linear statistics (Simpson and McGraw 2018a, 2018b). Finally, we calculated the average of each shuttle and orientation property per individual (i.e., for individuals with multiple shuttle displays). While we calculated a single solar orientation angle per display, the variation in male solar...
orientation angles throughout a display are captured during our display re-creation methods to account for how this variation in male position relative to the sun during his display influences his color appearance.

**Plumage Reflectance and Angle Dependence**

We followed the spectrometric methods of Meadows et al. (2011) to quantify the reflectance properties of each male’s feathers in a controlled laboratory setting. We used an Ocean Optics USB2000 spectrometer and PX-2 pulsed xenon lamp (Dunedin, FL) and set the receiving probe normal to the feathers, while setting the light probe on the basis of the average solar elevation during male displays for each species (table A1). We measured reflectance at ca. 0.4-nm intervals from 300–700 nm for five to six feathers per male, with the feathers tilted 0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, and 20° to the side (multiple angles for angle dependence quantification). Following previous methods, we did not alter the location of the receiver probe, as we were focused on male signals and interactions in this study rather than the female (Simpson and McGraw 2018a). The feathers we measured here were the same feathers that we had plucked and photographed to quantify each male’s color appearance during displays.

We averaged reflectance spectra for the multiple feathers per male and used the average ultraviolet (UV) sensitive avian
visual model in the R package pavo (Maia et al. 2013a), since hummingbirds have UV-visible avian visual systems (Herrera et al. 2008), to calculate standard tetrachromatic color variables (Stoddard and Prum 2008), specifically, hue theta (hereafter, red-green-blue or RGB hue), hue phi (hereafter, UV hue), chroma (i.e., r.achieved; Maia et al. 2013a; Stoddard and Prum 2008), and luminance. We then calculated the angle dependence of each color variable by measuring the slope between all feather tilt angles.

Display Re-creations and Male Color Appearance
We quantified male color appearance during a display following the methods of Simpson and McGraw (2018a, 2018b; fig. 3C, 3D). Briefly, we moved the six gorget feathers that we plucked from each male through their quantified average shuttle cycle and photographed them from the female’s point of view, using a full-spectrum digital single-lens reflex camera (Canon 7D with a quartz sensor) equipped with an El Nikkor 80-mm enlarging lens and two Bradaar light filters (Troschianko and Stevens 2015) attached to a special lazy Susan apparatus (fig. 3D; Simpson and McGraw 2018a, 2018b). We calculated RGB hue, UV hue, and chroma (Stoddard and Prum 2008) for each position in each re-created display (fig. 1) using the relative cone stimulation values from the multispectral photographs through pavo (Maia et al. 2013a). Luminance was calculated from the double-cone stimulation from the photos using the Multispectral Imaging package in ImageJ (Troschianko and Stevens 2015). For our measures of color appearance, we calculated flashiness during a display (i.e., absolute summed percent change in color; fig. 1D) and average color appearance during a display (fig. 1E) from the tetrachromatic color variables (i.e., luminance, chroma, RGB hue, and UV hue) across positions in a shuttle cycle (Simpson and McGraw 2018a, 2018b) and then averaged each color appearance variable per individual. Display re-creations for broad-tailed, black-chinned, and Calliope hummingbirds were conducted near Flagstaff, Arizona, and the re-creations for Costa’s, Anna’s, and Allen’s hummingbirds were conducted in Tempe, Arizona. We used a solar calculator to adjust the times/dates of these reconstructions so that the position of the sun closely matched the solar position when these males originally shuttled at their respective field sites (Hoffmann 2017), and all reconstructions were conducted when the sun was visible.

Comparative Analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted in R (R Development Core Team 2017). For our analyses, we used a time-calibrated hummingbird phylogeny (fig. 2A; McGuire et al. 2014) and removed all other hummingbird species not included in our study using the R package ape (Paradis et al. 2004). We accounted for intraspecific variation in the properties of signals and signal interactions (i.e., multiple individuals per species) by using the R package Rphylopars (Goolsby et al. 2017) to calculate the interspecific correlations between properties of male signals and signal interactions (e.g., color appearance, shuttle display behavior, plumage reflectance/patch size, and male display location relative to the sun; fig. 4). We estimated evolutionary variance-covariance matrices using a Brownian motion model, a Pagel’s lambda model, a univariate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model, and a multivariate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model (Eliason et al. 2015; Goolsby et al. 2017) and compared models using the Akaike information criterion and Bayesian information criterion to determine the most supported evolutionary model. We took the variance-covariance matrix of the most supported model, converted each covariance measure into a Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and interpreted only correlation coefficients greater than |0.65|.

Results
Covariance among Hummingbird Signal Properties
We first evaluated the evolutionary relationships among male signals and the signaling environment. Between our four evolutionary models, the Brownian motion model was most supported (table 1), so we interpreted the variance-covariance matrix from this model (fig. 4). Among species, we found a significant negative correlation between exaggeration in shuttle behavior (shuttle behavior PC) and iridescent plumage patch size (r = −0.68; figs. 4, 5A), indicating that species with more exaggerated shuttles (e.g., wider, faster) had smaller plumage patches. We also found a positive correlation between plumage patch size and display orientation relative to the sun (r = 0.69; fig. 4), meaning that species with males that have larger plumage patches tended to face the sun as they displayed to females. Further, we found that each measure of plumage reflectance (luminance, r = −0.69; chroma, r = −0.71; RGB hue, r = −0.65; UV hue, r = −0.88; figs. 4, 5B) was negatively related to angle dependence in RGB hue (i.e., RGB hue slope), which means that species with males that have brighter, more chromatic, red-shifted, and more UV-colored feathers had less iridescent feathers (i.e., less change in RGB hue due to changing angles of observation). Finally, we found that feather chroma (r = 0.92) and luminance (r = 0.94; figs. 4, 5C) were positively correlated to display position relative to the sun. In other words, species with males that had brighter, more colorful feathers tended to face the sun as they displayed.

Covariance between Hummingbird Signals and Their Interactions
We then tested how male signal interaction properties (flashiness and average color appearance) evolutionarily covared
with their signals and the signaling environment among species. First, we found that both aspects of color appearance varied considerably among species (fig. A2) and were negatively related to each other (fig. 4). Specifically, we found a negative correlation between male flashiness in chroma (i.e., percent change in chroma during a display) and average male appearance in luminance ($r = -0.74$), chroma ($r = -0.72$), and RGB hue ($r = -0.70$; figs. 4, 5D). Interestingly, we found a positive correlation between male flashiness in chroma and average male appearance in UV hue ($r = 0.74$; fig. 4).

We found that male flashiness in chroma and UV hue were negatively correlated with iridescent plumage patch size ($r = -0.75, -0.82$; figs. 4, 5E). On the other hand, male flashiness in luminance ($r = 0.80$), RGB hue ($r = 0.66$), and UV hue ($r = 0.82$) were positively correlated with exaggeration in shuttle displays (figs. 4, 5F). In other words, species with males that have more exaggerated shuttles but smaller plumage patches appeared flashier while displaying. We also found that male flashiness in chroma was negatively correlated with feather reflectance in RGB hue ($r = -0.74$) and luminance ($r = -0.76$; fig. 4), while male flashiness in RGB hue was positively correlated with feather chroma ($r = 0.65$; fig. 4), demonstrating a mixed relationship between male flashiness and feather reflectance. Last, we found that male flashiness in chroma was negatively correlated with display position relative to the sun ($r = -0.71$; fig. 4), meaning that species with males that have flashier color appearances tended to face away from the sun while displaying.

### Figure 4: Estimated evolutionary variance-covariance matrix of hummingbird signals and signal interactions under a Brownian motion model.

Each covariance measure was converted to a Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Each cell represents an interspecific correlation coefficient between two traits. All cells are color coded on the basis of the strength of their correlation (purple = strong negative; green = strong positive; white = no correlation). Only correlations greater than 0.65 or less than −0.65 were interpreted.
We also found male average appearance in luminance and chroma during displays to be positively correlated with feather reflectance in luminance \((r = 0.95, 0.96)\) and chroma \((r = 0.96, 0.96; \text{figs. 4, 5G})\). Further, male average appearance in luminance and RGB hue during displays was positively correlated with feather reflectance in RGB hue \((r = 0.74, 0.97; \text{fig. 4})\), while male average appearance in UV hue was negatively correlated with feather reflectance in RGB hue \((r = -0.96; \text{fig. 4})\). Thus, species with males that have brighter, more chromatic, red-shifted, and less UV average color appearances during displays had brighter, more chromatic, and red-shifted feathers. We also found that male average appearance in luminance and chroma was negatively correlated with feather angle dependence in RGB hue \((i.e., \text{RGB hue slope}; r = -0.69, -0.65; \text{fig. 4})\), indicating that species with males that appeared on average brighter and more chromatic during their displays had less iridescent feathers. Additionally, we found that male average appearance in chroma was positively correlated with male average orientation toward the female during his display \((r = 0.79; \text{fig. 4})\), such that species with males that appeared more chromatic during displays tended to face the female as directly while shuttling. Lastly, we found that male average appearance in chroma and luminance was positively correlated with display position relative to the sun \((r = 0.86, 0.94, \text{respectively}; \text{figs. 4, 5H})\), indicating that species with males that appeared brighter and more chromatic during their displays tended to face the sun.

**Discussion**

We investigated evolutionary covariation between male hummingbird iridescent plumage, shuttling behavior, solar orientation, and male color appearance during courtship displays, which is the property of interactions between the three aforementioned signaling traits. We found evidence for a negative evolutionary relationship between exaggeration in male iridescent plumage and shuttle displays. Additionally, our results suggest that male shuttle displays, plumage patch color and size, and how males oriented their displays relative to the sun all explain interspecific variation in color appearance during courtship. Specifically, within our six focal species, we found that flashier color appearances positively covaried with exaggeration in shuttle displays and facing away from the sun, while brighter and more chromatic average appearances positively covaried with exaggeration in plumage properties and facing toward the sun. Altogether, these results support our hypothesis that visual signals within our focal hummingbirds exhibited correlated signal evolution and that signal interaction properties \(i.e., \text{male color appearance}\) do co-vary among species with the properties of the individual signaling traits themselves.

The negative relationship that we uncovered between exaggeration in male shuttles and iridescent plumage patch size in our smaller data set mirrors recent work on the acoustic signals in a larger data set that includes our six focal hummingbirds, whereby a similar negative evolutionary relationship was uncovered between vocal and mechanical sounds produced during courtship \((\text{Clark et al. 2018})\). Clark et al. \((2018)\) suggested that the negative relationship between male bee hummingbird wing trills and songs among species is due to the redundant function of these traits during male courtship. Work in bowerbirds \((\text{Endler et al. 2014})\), *Sceloporus* lizards \((\text{Martins et al. 2015})\), and Pelecaniformes \((\text{Galván 2008})\) also found negative evolutionary relationships between coloration and male courtship behaviors, which they suggest is due to either redundancy in signal efficacy \(i.e., \text{both signals are not needed to attract or effectively communicate with the receiver or both stimulate the receiver in comparable ways}\) or increased animal crypsis overall by relying on signals such as behavioral displays that do not always broadcast their visual effects like colorful ornaments \(i.e., \text{compensation based on the environment, predation pressure}; \text{Martins et al. 2015})\). We propose that because of low levels of predation in these hummingbird species \(i.e., \text{especially during flight}; \text{Miller and Gass 1985}\) exaggeration in plumage serves similar efficacy functions \(i.e., \text{attention grabbing, increasing signal detectability against the background}\) to exaggeration in shuttles, and perhaps environmental characteristics—such as display background \((\text{Cronin et al. 2014})\) or wind speeds \((\text{Pokorny et al. 2017})\)—drive why certain species favor one signal over the other, with the caveat that our interpretation is based on results obtained with a small sample size and may not be robust to the inclusion of more species. Because behaviors and colors are produced by different mechanisms \((\text{McGraw 2006}; \text{Prum 2006}; \text{Clark and Russell 2012}; \text{Barske and Fusani 2014})\) and often relate to different morphological, physiological, or reproductive traits \((\text{Kemp and Rutowski 2007}; \text{Byers et al. 2010}; \text{Taylor et al. 2011})\), we suggest that these traits do not share a redundant function in terms of information content; future work is needed to test these predictions.

We found that interspecific variation in both male shuttle behaviors and colorful plumage explained species differences in color appearance during courtship. Specifically, we found

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evolutionary model</th>
<th>AIC score</th>
<th>BIC score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brownian motion</td>
<td>210.3</td>
<td>2,177.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univariante Ornstein-Uhlenbeck</td>
<td>213.0</td>
<td>2,185.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariante Ornstein-Uhlenbeck</td>
<td>212.2</td>
<td>2,184.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pagel’s lambda</td>
<td>212.3</td>
<td>2,184.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: We found the Brownian motion model \(\text{(bold)}\) to be the best-supported model using both AIC and BIC scores.
Figure 5: Male hummingbird visual signals and signal interaction properties exhibit complex evolutionary relationships, leading to two distinct evolutionary trajectories. More specifically, species with males that have more exaggerated shuttle displays had smaller plumage patches (A). Species with males that have more chromatic feathers had less iridescent feathers (i.e., lower angle dependence; B). Species with males that have brighter feathers tended to face the sun as they displayed (C). Species with males that appeared flashier during displays appeared less chromatic (D). Species with males that have flashier appearances had smaller plumage patches (E) but more exaggerated shuttle displays (F). Finally, species with males that appeared on average more chromatic had more colorful feathers (G), and species with males that appeared brighter tended to face the sun as they displayed (H). Evolutionary correlation coefficients (r) for each relationship are presented, and each point is color coded by species.
that species with more exaggerated shuttle displays but smaller plumage patches appeared flashier while they displayed, whereas species with more exaggerated plumage patches (i.e., brighter and more chromatic feather reflectance) appeared consistently bright and colorful throughout their displays. Because we also found that male shuttle display and plumage traits share a negative relationship among species, we hypothesize that appearing both flashy and maximally bright/colorful during a display is potentially not feasible because of the mecha-
nistic relationship between flashiness and appearing bright/ colorful. Additionally, the two aspects of male color appearance were negatively correlated and had opposite relationships to male display position relative to the sun. Thus, it is possible that display position relative to the sun is the main mechanistic driver behind species either appearing flashy or appearing consistently bright/colorful.

Another possible explanation for why it might not be feasible to appear maximally flashy and bright/colorful at the same time is trade-offs in the production costs of plumage and behavior, similar to the trade-offs found between colorful ornaments and exaggerated morphological features (i.e., long tails) in widowbirds (Euplectes ardens; Andersson et al. 2002). Previous work has illustrated the nutritional costs of iridescent coloration (McGraw et al. 2002; Doucet and Montgomery 2003a, 2003b; Hill et al. 2005; Kemp and Rutowski 2007) and that behavioral displays are costly in terms of the behavior itself or the maintenance of the required muscu-
lature, neuroarchitecture, and/or skeletal structure (Byers et al. 2010; Clark 2012; Barske and Fusani 2014). Therefore, it is conceivable that the cumulative costs of these traits result in a trade-off between them. Additionally, while acoustic or olfactory signals are not always combined with color signals in the same way as behavioral displays are (e.g., Monarcha flycatchers; Uy and Safran 2013), our results follow patterns similar to those for song and coloration in cardueline finches (Badyaev et al. 2002) and odor and coloration in Sceloporus lizards (Pruet et al. 2016), which are driven by signal trade-offs.

It is also possible that appearing both flashy and maximally bright/colorful during a display is unnecessary if these two color appearance tactics serve similar signal efficacy functions. For example, work in Pelecaniformes suggests that species with more elaborate plumage do not need more exaggerated displays to achieve high levels of conspicuousness (Galván 2008). However, because selection is likely acting on specific pairings of properties between one signal and color appearance (e.g., shuttles and flashiness), neither shuttle displays nor iridescent plumage can ultimately be lost, as both are needed to produce the signal interaction (Simpson and McGraw 2018a). On the basis of the combinations of relationships we uncovered between shuttle displays, plumage color and size, and color appearance, we suggest that these traits are evolving as two signal complexes among species, not one. With some species, we find flashy color appearances, exaggerated shuttle displays, and less exaggerated plumage patches (i.e., size and color), whereas in other species, we find consistent but bright/ chromatic color appearances, less exaggerated shuttle displays, and more exaggerated plumage patches. We therefore hypothesize that this potential multisignal complex selection is due to a combination of signal production trade-offs and redundance in signal efficacy.

Interestingly, we found opposite relationships between male display position relative to the sun and color appearances among species compared with the relationships found within species (Simpson and McGraw 2018b, 2018a). Variation in the solar positional environment is generally a strong driver of intraspecific (Klomp et al. 2017; Simpson and McGraw 2018a, 2018b) and interspecific variation in color appearance and coloration in animals (Fleishman 1988; Persons et al. 1999; Heindl and Winkler 2003). The divergence between our previous intraspecific results and current interspecific results could stem from the differences in display sun position within the two species previously studied. Specifically, broad-tailed hummingbirds (which generally appear flashier compared with other species) exhibited high variation in male display position relative to the sun (Simpson and McGraw 2018b), whereas Costa’s hummingbirds (which generally appeared consistently bright and colorful compared with other species) all tended to face the sun while they displayed (Simpson and McGraw 2018a). Alternatively, the opposite relationship we found here could be an artifact of low statistical power, and the inclusion of additional species in our analyses could reverse the pattern we found here.

In this study, we found one puzzling result, in that species with less iridescent feathers have brighter and more chromatic feathers, which is contrary to recent published work on iridescent coloration (Dakin and Montgomery 2013; Gruson et al. 2018). This curious finding could be due to differences in feather structure among species (Prum 2006). Previously, the studies showing positive relationships between feather color and iridescence were performed on single species (Dakin and Montgomery 2013; Gruson et al. 2018), where variation in feather structure is likely not as large (e.g., Shawkey et al. 2003; Doucet et al. 2006) as that between species (e.g., Maia et al. 2013b; Eliaison et al. 2015). Therefore, we suggest that feather structure variation among species may be driving the odd negative relationship we found between feather chroma/luminance and feather iridescence in our focal hummingbird species, and future work is needed to test this hypothesis.

Multiple signals can be perceived in several ways (Hebets and Papaj 2005), and on the basis of our results, we can draw inferences about how these signals might be evaluated by receivers. It is possible that male shuttle displays, plumage patches, and color appearance are all evaluated independently, which would then suggest that male color appearance is an emergent
signal property (Partan and Marler 1999; Hebets and Papaj 2005), since this phenotype exists only as the signals are co-expressed and interact. On the other hand, if all of these signals are evaluated together, then they may represent a multi-component (or composite) signal (Hebets and Papaj 2005; Clark 2011; Gumm and Mendelson 2011), similar to the diverse plumage ornaments in California quail (*Callipepla californica*; Calkins and Burley 2003). Because of our hypothesized divergent signal complexes in these hummingbird species, we predict that male color appearance is one component within a composite display involving color, plumage, and behaviors. Future work on receiver behavior is needed to determine whether these signals and interaction properties function independently or synergistically.

Animal signal evolution can be complex, especially when it involves multiple signals that can interact concurrently to generate composite traits or emergent properties. Previous studies have tested how multiple signals covary among species, but little is known about how the properties created by the interactions between signals also evolved. Here, we showcased the complex dynamics between signals and signal interaction properties, providing deeper insight into the evolution of multiple signals. Because we evaluated signal interaction properties, we were able to uncover more than just a simple linear relationship between two signals, creating new testable hypotheses in regard to the multilayered relationships found here and whether signal interaction properties evolve similarly in other taxa. Additionally, our results highlight the importance of studying color in its behavioral and environmental contexts, because even among closely related species, individuals can dramatically differ in how they manipulate and display their coloration. We hope that future studies on multiple signals and coloration will consider the interactions between signals and how these interaction properties can help explain the evolution and diversity of exaggerated animal traits and behaviors.
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Left, female broad-tailed hummingbird sitting on her nest; females are the targets of the elaborate male courtship displays we studied. Center, male broad-tailed hummingbird perched on his territory and showing off his iridescent throat plumage. Right, male Costa’s hummingbird perched on his territory, showing some of his iridescent head plumage. Photo credit: Richard K. Simpson.